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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the classical Cartan lemma on 
Grassmann algebra to polynomial valued forms. This generalization is 
needed in studying the Gauss equation which appears in the problem of 
isometric imbeddings of Riemannian manifolds in the field of differential 
geometry (cf. Cl]). 
The classical Cartan lemma is stated as follows. (See, for example, [Z, 
p. 11; 6, p. 18.1) 
Let V be an n-dimensional real vector space and aI, . . . . a, be linearly 
independent elements of the dual vector space V*. If PI, . . . . fl, E V* satisfy 
a, A/J1 + a.- +a, A p,=O, 
then pi =alial $ --- +aria, (i= 1, . . . . r), where a$ are real numbers such 
that a9 = aji. 
This lemma is used in differential geometry in order to define the second 
fundamental form of a Riemannian submanifold. For examples, see [6, 
p. 2663. We generalize this lemma to p-forms (Bit (p 3 0) which take 
values in a polynomial ring, under some “generic” conditions on polyno- 
mial valued l-forms (ai}. The precise statement is described as follows. 
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over a field K of characteristic 
0 and V* be its dual space. We denote by A the polynomial ring over K 
with m variables, i.e., A = K[x,, . . . . x,]. Then A has a canonical 
homogeneous decomposition A = CfPO A” (A” = K). We consider an 
element FEA~V*@A~ as an Aq-valued p-form on V. If 40~ E//~‘V*@A~’ 
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and ‘p2 g/JP2V*@Aq2, then the exterior product cpl A (P2 E 
A P1 + p2V* @ Aql +q2 is canonically defined by the same way as in the 
K-valued case. Using the basis of the vector space K’, the set of Al-valued 
l-forms a = (c(i, . . . . cr,} (ai E V* @ A’) may be considered as an element 
of V* @ A’@ K’. Then the main purpose of this paper is to prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM. Assume n 2 m + r - 1 or n 2 p + r. (Integers n, m, q, and r 
are positive and p is non-negative.) Then there exists an algebraic set 
Z 5 V* @ A ’ @ K’ satisfying the following: 
Ifa= {al, . ..) a,} E V* Q A’ Q K’\C and PI, . . . . /?, E ApV* @I A” satisfy 
a1 A Dl + . . . + a, A 8, = 0, 
then /Ii is expressed in the form 
forsome yij=~ji~/jp-‘V*@Aq-l (i,j=l,...,r). 
(In the case of p = 0, we consider A - ’ V* = {O}.) In this paper, we some- 
times call this theorem a “generalized Cartan lemma.” 
For applications of this theorem to the isometric imbedding problems, 
see our forthcoming paper Cl]. Roughly speaking, by using this theorem 
in the case of K = R, we can state a necessary and sufficient condition for 
a curvature of a Riemannian manifold M to admit a solution of the 
(generalized) Gauss equation in codimension r ( *dim M). And applying 
this result, we can prove the non-existence of local isometric imbeddings of 
some n-dimensional Riemannian manifolds into the (n + r)-dimensional 
Euclidean space, where the order of the codimension r is about n. 
The condition o! $ C in this theorem cannot be dropped, just as we prove 
the classical Cartan lemma under the condition that a,, . . . . a, are linearly 
independent. But in contrast to the classical case, it is difficult to describe 
the algebraic set C explicitly because it requires new concepts of 3-tensors. 
(Remember that a is an element of the 3-tensor space V* @I A’ @I K’ N 
K” @ K” @ K’. In some quite special cases, however, we can state these 
conditions explicitly. For these examples, see Sections 6 and 7.) Hence, we 
prove the theorem by the following way. First, in the case of 
“n 2 m + r - 1,” we take a special a E V* @A’ OK’, which is easy to treat 
in our consideration, and prove that this a possesses the property stated in 
the theorem. Then, by an easy argument, the theorem follows immediately 
from this fact. (See Lemma 2 in Section 3.) This resembles the following 
situation: If we do not know the concept of “determinant,” the simplest 
way to prove the existence of an inverse of a generic (n, n)-matrix is to take 
a diagonal one with non-vanishing elements and show that it actually has 
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an inverse. The set of forms CI which we define in Section 3 is perhaps the 
simplest one among “generic” elements of V* @ A ’ @ K’, corresponding to 
the diagonal matrix in the above situation. In the case of “R 2 p + r,” we 
also use a similar principle to prove the theorem (Lemma 4 in Section 4). 
The condition of the type “it 2 m + I - 1” or “n 2 p + r” is also necessary. 
For example, we can show that if n=m+r-2, ~--m--l, and q=l, 
then the theorem does not hold, i.e., for any M E Y* @Ai OK’, there 
exists /I E /jpV* Q A’“@ K’ which satisfies cl, A 8, + f +. $ CI, A jI, = 0, but 
cannot be expressed as pi = aI A yli + . . . + a, A yri. The above theorem 
does not exhaust all the cases in which the “generalized Cartan lemma” 
holds. But we may say that two types of ranges “n > m + r - 1” and 
“PI > p + r” are best possible in some sense. For details, see Sections 3, 4, 
and 6. In general, it seems very difficult to know all the cases where this 
theorem holds. 
For both cases “R > m $ r - 1” and “n > p + r,” the actual proof is carried 
out by induction on m. In the case of “n > m + r - 1,” we first reformulate 
the problem by introducing some complex of vector spaces, having the 
property that the exactness of this complex is equivalent o the “generalized 
Cartan lemma.” And next, we show that this complex is exact for one 
a E V* 0 A’ 0 K’, as stated above. In the case of “ri 2 p + r,” instead of 
choosing special a, we construct an algebraic set Z inductively, by using 
Lemma 4. For both cases, the proof becomes comparatively simple if r = 1. 
But for general r, quite complicated arguments are necessary to prove the 
theorem. (For example, Lemma 3 in Section 3 becomes trivial if r = 1.) This 
represents the essential difference between the 2-tensor space V* @A ’ and 
the 3-tensor space V* @ A’ @K’. 
In the case of r = 1, we can study the “generalized Cartan lemma” in 
detail and obtain the complete knowledge concerning this lemma. For 
example, we know all the cases where this lemma holds and the dimension 
of the cohomology space of the complex stated above, and can describe the 
algebraic set C (or its complement in V* @A’) explicitly, using the concept 
“rank” of a. In the case of r> 2, on the contrary, we do not have a 
complete knowledge on this lemma at present. We summarize, in the last 
section of this paper, partial results on similar problems in the case of r = 2. 
In this case, we almost know the range of (n, m, p, q, r) where this lemma 
holds, and state some interesting examples of the defining equation of 6, 
which is the invariant of the space K3 0 K2 0 K* with respect o the action 
of GL(3, K) x GL(2, K) x GL(2, K) (the case n = 3, m = r = 2, and q = 1). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first prove a lemma 
(Lemma 1 ), which is a canonical generalization of the classical Cartan 
lemma to p-forms in the K-valued case. We use this lemma in Sections 3 
and 5 in order to prove the theorem. In Sections 3 and 4, we prove the 
theorem in the case of “n &m+r- 1” and “n > p + r,” respectively, by 
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assuming a key lemma (Lemma 3) which plays a fundamental role in the 
proof. We prove this lemma in Section 5, using the induction on the triple 
of integers (m, r, p). But quite complicated arguments are required to com- 
plete the proof. Finally, in Sections 6 and 7, we study the “generalized 
Cartan lemma” in detail for r = 1, 2. 
2. A GENERALIZATION OF CARTAN'S LEMMA (K-VALUED CASE) 
In this section we shall prove a lemma, which is a canonical generaliza- 
tion of the classical Cartan lemma to K-valued p-forms. 
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over a field K of characteristic 
0 and V* be its dual space. Then we have 
LEMMA 1. Assume that the set of l-forms {oi, . . . . o,} (oi E V*) con- 
tains min{ n, r > linearly independent elements. If p-forms PI, . . . . /Ir E ApV* 
(p 2 1) satisfy the equality 
01 A PI + . . . + 0, A pr = 0, (2.1) 
then there exist (p - 1)-forms yii = yji E A”- ‘V* (i, j = 1, . . . . r) such that 
for i = 1, . . . . r. 
~;=Wl A yl; + ‘.. +0-l, A 7f.i (2.2) 
Remark. (1) The case “n > r, p = 1, and K = R” corresponds to the 
classical Cartan lemma. In Sections 3 and 5, we use this lemma only in the 
case “n > r,” i.e., the case where {w i , . . . . o,} is linearly independent. But we 
prove the lemma in this general form because the proof in the case “r > n” 
is also interesting in its own right. 
(2) It is clear that if n 2 r, the lemma also holds in the case of p = 0, 
where we consider A-’ V* = (0). We use this fact later. 
Proof We divide the proof into two cases. 
(i) The case n > r. In this case, l-forms o,, . . . . o, are linearly 
independent. We take o,, i, . . . . w, E V* such that {oi, . . . . o,} forms a 
basis of V*. We first express the equalities (2.1) and (2.2) in coordinate free 
forms for later use. 
Let {e,, . . . . e,} (ei E V) be a dual basis of (oi, . . . . o,} and we put 
W= {e,, . . . . e,), WI = {e,, 1, . . . . e,}. Let p: V + W be a projection to the 
first factor with respect o the decomposition V = W@ W, . Next we define 
linear maps cpi and (p2 
s2w*@/y’v* ‘PI w*@Apv* m ,/j\p+1v* (2.3) 
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by 
cpl(Y)(W)(Ul9 . ..Y up)= i (-l)k+ly~P(ud,w)(~l ,..., u^k ,a.., up), 
k=l 
P+l 
(P~(~h~,~p+l)= 1 (-l)k+lP(P(uk))(ul,...,O^k,...,up+l), 
k=l 
for yES2W*@I\P-1V*, /?E W*@ApV*, WE W, uk E V. (The space S2W* 
expresses the symmetric 2-tensor product of W*.) It is easy to see that 
(p2 o cpi =O, i.e., the sequence (2.3) is a complex. Using the basis {e,, . . . . e,} 
of W, the set of p-forms {/Ii, . . . . 8,) is canonically identified with an 
element of W* @ApV*, namely, /?E W* @,l\PV* is constructed from 
{B 1, . . . . 8,) by P(ei) = /Ii. Similarly the set of (p - 1)-forms {rV} (rii = Yji) 
is canonically identified with an element of S2 W* 0 A”-’ V* by 
y(ei, ej) = yii. Then, for fi E W* @ ApV*, we have 
= c 
1Gil-z <ip+lCn 
l<k<p+l 
xwi, A .-- A wip+,. 
For 1 <j<r and 1 <i, < ... < ip < n (j # i,), the term in the above expres- 
sion having /?(p(ej))(e,, . . . . eip) as a coefficient is expressed in the form 
p(p(ej))(e,, .+a, ei,)Wj A Wi, A .. . A Wip. 
In fact, if ii < . . . < i, < j < i,, 1 < . . . < ip, then we have 
(-I)‘+’ B(p(ej))(ei,, . . . . f?ip)Wi, A -*. A Ois A Oj A OiE+I A 
= /?(p(fZj))(ei,, . . . . eip)Wj A Oi, A ... A Wipe 
&ce j?(p(eJ) = 0 for r + 1~ i, <n, it follows that 
432(B)= c p(p(ej))(ei,, -Y ei,)Wj A oil A ’ 
1Cil-z ... -z$Qn 
I<jbr,j#& 
. . 
. . 
. AOip 
A Wip 
= c Wj A /?j (ei,, . . . . c?ip)Wi, A . . . A Wip 
1Gil-c ... -cipGn 
I<j<r 
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Therefore the expression (2.1) is equivalent to (p2( /I) = 0. In the same way, 
we can prove that 
Vl(Y)(ei)= 1 Oj A Yji 
j=l 
for y E S2 W* @ Ap-iV*, and hence the expressions (2.2) are equivalent to 
vi(y) = /I. Therefore, Lemma 1 is equivalent to saying that the complex 
(2.3) is exact. In order to prove the exactness of this complex, we decom- 
pose (2.3) into the subcomplexes in the following way. Since I’* is 
isomorphic to W* 0 W:, we have a canonical decomposition 
And using the fact p( W,) = 0, it is easy to see that 
(p1(s2W*Q~\s-1W*Q~P--W~)c W*Q/jsW*QAp-“W~ 
and 
cp2(W*Q/jsW*QI\p-“W~)c/js+1W*Q~p--sW~. 
Hence, the complex (2.3) is decomposed into the subcomplexes 
S2W*Q/j-1W*Q/\p-sW&f!---+ W*Q/jsW*QAp-sW: 
- /j’+lW* Q/j”-“Wf, (2.3 ), 
where s = 0, . . . . p. (We consider A- ’ W* = (01.) By the same reason, it 
follows that the complex (2.3), is a tensor product of the complex 
S*W*Q,,-‘We ” ) W*Q,jsW* ‘Pi ,,js+lW* (2.4), 
and the space Ap-“W:, where cp: and (~“2 are defined by similar expres- 
sions as ‘pi and (p2. (Instead of the projection p: V + W, we use the identity 
W + W.) Thus we have only to prove that the complex (2.4), is exact for 
s = 0, . ..) p. For this purpose, we define a linear map 
CD”: W*Q/j\“W*+ S*W*QA’-‘W* (s = 1, . ..) p) 
by 
@“( P)(wo, Wl )(w*, ...? WA = -& {B(WONWl~ *--v WA 
+ P(Wl)(WO, w2, -..3 WA1 
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for /I E W* @ l\“W* and wi E W. Then it is directly verified that if 
(p;( /?) = 0, then we have (cp; 0 Q”)(b) = b, i.e., b is contained in the image 
of cp;, and hence the sequence (2.4), is exact for s = 1, . . . . p. If s =O, then 
92. O. W* -+ W* is nothing but the identity map and hence (2.4). is also 
exact. Therefore, if n > r, the lemma holds. 
(ii) The case r > n. In this case, we express the equalities (2.1) and 
(2.2) in coordinate free forms in another way. 
We put W= K’ and fix an injection I: V-t W. Since the dual map I*: 
W* + V* is surjective and l-forms wi, . . . . o, span the space Y*, we can 
choose a basis (Gi, . . . . (3,) of W* such that z*(&) = wi for i= 1, . . . . r. Let 
fe i, . . . . e,) (ei E W) be a dual basis of fczt,, . . . . &>. Using this basis, the set 
of forms ( p, , . . . . #Irf and ~~~~~~~~~~~ (yii =yj,) are considered as elements 
of W* @I\pV* and S2 W* @Ap-‘V*, as before. Now we define linear 
maps 11/i and ti2 
for ~ES~W*@~~-‘V*, /?E W*QA”V*, WE W, and ok f V. Then the 
sequence (2.5) is also a complex. We prove that 
+2(P)=% A PI + .‘. +w A L (2.6) 
for @ = (fii) E W* @/jpV*. First, we remark that any element w E W is 
expressed in the form w=cij,(w)e, + ..a +&,(w)e,. Hence we have, for 
ViE v, 
P+l 
vQ2(8)(Vlr “‘3 up, 1 )= 1 (-ilk+’ fitztUk)) (ul, *.a, ckr . . . . Up+l) 
k=l 
p+l I 
=kg, ,T, (-l)k+’ ~~~,(I(uk))e,)(u~, --., 6kt . . . . %+I) 
p+l I 
=k;, ,;, (-l)k+l (1*L3,)(Uk)P,(v,r...rtjk ,..., VP+,) 
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Therefore we have the equality (2.6). In the same way, we can prove 
Hence, as in the case of (i), our purpose is to prove the exactness of the 
complex (2.5). To prove this, we once again decompose the complex (2.5) 
in the following way. First, we fix a complementary subspace V, of a(V) in 
W. Then we have a canonical decomposition W* = l(V)* @ VT and hence 
we have 
and 
W*@/jpV*=~(V)*@/jQ’*QV~@/jPV*. 
Then it is easy to see that the complex (2.5) splits into the three subcom- 
plexes 
S*~(V)*@A+‘*~ ,(V)*.AJ’V*&/j”+‘V* 
t(V)*@ V~@,jp--V*~ V:@/jpV* & 0 
We prove that these three complexes are exact. As for the first one, the 
exactness can be proved by the same method as in the case of (2.4),. The 
second complex is a tensor product of the complex 
t(V)*@r\+,‘*~ l\PV*-----+ 0 
and the space V:, where the map + is defined by 
for y E l( V)* 8 A”- ’ V* and Vi E V. But this map + is essentially equivalent 
to the canonical projection to the GL( V)-irreducible component 
V*@I)~--~V* +A”V*, and hence the second complex is also exact. (Note 
that the space V* @ A”-” V* is a direct sum of two GL( V)-inva~ant 
irreducible subspaces if p & 2.) The exactness of the third one is trivial, and 
therefore the lemma also holds in the case of r > n. Q.E.D. 
Remark. ( 1) The set of (p - 1 )-forms { yii > is uniquely determined only 
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in the case “n > r and p = 1,” i.e., in the case of the classical Cartan lemma. 
This follows from the fact that the map cp; in (2.4), is injective if and only 
if s=O or 1. 
(2) The essence of this lemma is equivalent to the vanishing of the 
Spencer cohomology. For example, compare with the complex that 
appeared in [S, p. 533 and the sequence (2.4), above. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM (THE CASE OF n 2 m + r - 1) 
In this section, we prove the theorem in the case of n >m + r - 1, 
assuming a key lemma (Lemma 3) which we state later. The proof of 
Lemma 3 will be given in Section 5 because it requires quite lengthy 
arguments. As stated in the Introduction, we denote by A the polynomial 
ring K[x,, . . . . T,J and A =Csao A” (A0 = K) denotes the canonical 
homogeneous decomposition of A. Using the basis of the vector space K’, 
the set of Aq-valued p-forms fi = { /?i, . . . . /?,} is considered as an element of 
l\PV*@Aq@KK’ and y=(yij},Gi,icr (yij=y~i~~p-lV*@Aq-l) is an 
element of ~pP1V*@Aq--1@S2(K’). 
Before proving the theorem, we reformulate the problem in the following 
way. Let a= {01i, .. . . a,} be an element of V* @ A1 OK’. We define linear 
maps f, and EL 
L(Y)= {for(Y)i}l<i<r, where f,(~)~ = i aj A yji, 
j=l 
and 
gcx(B)= i uj * Pj, 
for y={yii}~~p-1V*QAq-‘QS2(Kr) and fi={/?i}~l\PV*QAqQK’ 
(p > 0, q 2 1). It is easy to see that the sequence (3.1) is a complex, i.e., the 
equality g, of, = 0 holds for any a E V* 0 A’ 0 K’, and the “generalized 
Cartan lemma” holds if and only if the cohomology space of (3.1) vanishes. 
We first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that there exists u. E V* Q A’8 K’ such that the 
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complex (3.1) is exact. Then the set of a E V* Q A’ @ r with non-vanishing 
cohomology forms an algebraic set. 
Proof: From the assumption, there exists an algebraic set Z of 
V* @I A’ 0 K’ such that the inequalities 
dim Im f,, < dim Im fc 
dim Ker g, < dim Ker g, 
hold for a E V* @A’ @ K’\C. Since Im fz c Ker g, and Im f, = Ker g,, 
we have 
dim Im f, = dim Im fE = dim Ker g, = dim Ker gao 
for i E V* @A’ @ K’\Z. In particular, dim Im f, (resp. dim Ker g,) takes a 
maximum (resp. minimum) at a,,, and hence the complex (3.1) is not exact 
for c1 if and only if 
dim Im f, < dim Im f,, or dim Ker g,, < dim Ker g,. 
It is clear that these c1 constitute the algebraic set. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In general, this algebraic set varies according as the value of 
p and q. For some examples, see Corollary 7 (Section 6) and Proposition 9 
(Section 7). We also remark that we do not use the assumption 
n >m + r - 1 in this lemma. In the following, we often say that a is 
“generic” if the dimension of the cohomology space of (3.1) takes a mini- 
mum and “singular” if it is not generic. 
From this lemma, we have only to show the exactness of (3.1) for “one” 
element a E V* @ A’ OK’ in order to prove the theorem. 
Now assume n > m + r - 1, and let oi, . . . . w~+~- I E V* be linearly 
independent l-forms. Using these forms, we define u = {a,, . . . . a,} by 
u1 =x,01 + ... +x,w, 
cI2 =x1w2 + ... +x,w,+* 
(3.2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
u, =x,w, + ... +x,w,+,-,. 
We prove the exactness of (3.1) for this a by induction on m. First, in the 
case of m = 1, we can divide cli, /Ii, and yij by suitable powers of x1 since 
dim A” = 1 for all s 2 0. Then the exactness of (3.1) follows immediately 
from Lemma 1 in Section 2 because n > r and the forms o,, . . . . w, are 
linearly independent. (We may include the case p = 0. See Remark (2) after 
Lemma 1 in Section 2.) 
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Before going to the next step, we state the following key lemma, which 
we use in the induction. 
LEMMA 3. Assume n 2 m + r - 1. Let o,, . . . . w, +r- 1 be linearly inde- 
pendent elements of V*. Zf a set of p-forms {E,, . . . . E,} (Ed EI\~V*, p 20) 
satisfies 
co1 A El + ... +w, A &,=O 
co* A El + ... +a,+1 A E, =o 
(3.3) 
CO, A 6-1 + ... +Om+r--l A E, =o, 
then there exist (p - l)-forms rij = ‘sji EA~-‘V* (i, j= 1, . . . . r) such that 
W, A Tli+ ... +O, A Zri=o 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
CO,-1 A Tli + ... +W,+,-2 A ~ri=O 
(3.4) 
0, A Zli + ... +O,+,-1 A Tri =Ei, 
for i= 1, . . . . r. 
Assuming this lemma for some time, we return to the induction. Now 
suppose that the complex (3.1) is exact in the case m = I (n 2 I+ r) for all 
q> 1, and we prove the exactness of (3.1) in the case m = 1+ 1. We put 
A 0 = K[X,) . ..) x,] = C, Iz0 A:. By separating the last variable x,+ r, we can 
express the forms {ai} and {pi} by 
al =a1 +x/+~w~+~~ 
a2 =a2 +x~+P~+~, &E V*@A:, (i = 1, . . . . r) 
a,=%+~~+~w~+,, 
PI =8’:+ %+A+ ... +x1+184, ,!+/jpV*QA~-‘, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (i = 0, . . . . q, j = 1, . . . . r). 
Then the condition 
a1 A PI + ... +a, A /?,=o 
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is decomposed into the q + 2 expressions 
a, A /3;+ . . . + a, A j?; =o 
8, A a: + . . . +8, A ~~;+cIQ+~ A fly+ ... +O,+r A /?;=o 
d, A /.?:+ ... +ii,Ap,Z+CO,+, A~~+~~~+W,+,Afl,‘=o (3.5) 
ii, A &+ ... +ii, A fl;+O/+, A flT-‘+ ... +cZO,+~ A j;-‘=o 
CO/+1 A &+ ... +O/+r A j?;=o. 
We apply the hypothesis of the induction to the first expression in (3.5). 
(Note that the set of forms {a,, . . . . I??,} is just equal to {cc,, .. . . cl,} in (3.2) 
in the case of m = 1.) Then there exist rz = yz. E A”-’ V* 0 A:- ’ such that 
B; = ii, A & + . . . + 8, A yFi, i = 1, . ..) r. 
We substitute these equalities into the second expression in (3.5). Then we 
have 
Applying the hypothesis once again, it follows that there exist 
y~=yjiiEI\P-1V*QA~-2 such that 
&k#r+l A yyi- ... -O,fr A yFi 
=a, A yii + ... +ii, A ?&. 
We repeat this procedure q times. Then, finally, we obtain 
fly = 8, A yyi + . . . + a, A yyi 
Bi’=i, A J++ .*. +E, A yii 
+w/+, A )'yi + ... +O,+r A YZ 
,8;=ii, A yTi+ ... +a”, A yzi 
+W,+, A &+ ..* +O,+r A Y,'i 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(3.6) 
b;-‘=r$ A y;;‘+ . . . +&, A y’f-’ 
+W,+, A J’;;*+ ... +O,+r A yTi-*, 
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where ~~=~$EA~-‘V*@A~-‘-~, i, j= l,..., r, k=O, . . . . q-1. To com- 
plete the proof, we must modify the forms {y;- ’ } in the following way by 
using Lemma 3. We substitute the last expression of (3.6) into the (q + 1)st 
expression of (3.5). Then we have 
a, A E, + ... + a, A E, =o, 
where .q =fi9-0,+~ A ~7;’ - ... -w,+, A yTi-’ EI\~V*. (Note that 
p-forms .q are not polynomial-valued, but K-valued.) In addition, from the 
last expression in (3.5), we have 
Wl+1 A El + ... +W,+, A E, =o. 
It is clear that these conditions are equivalent to 
W2 A E, + ... +cB,+~ A Er=O 
CO,+1 A El + ... +cIJ,+~ A E, =o. 
Since the forms oi, . . . . o,+, are linearly independent, we can apply 
Lemma 3 (the case m = I+ 1). Then there exist zii = zii E l\p-‘V* such that 
W1 A Tli + ... +O, A Z,; =o, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
01 A Tli + ‘.. +U/+r-l A Tri = 0, 
U/+1 A Zli + ... +cZO,+~ A Tri =Ei, 
i.e., 
a’, A Tli + ... + a”, A Tri = 0 
WI+~ A T1i-b .‘. +W,+p A Tri 
=/j;-($+, A JJ;,:‘- ... -W, 
From the first expression, we have 
+r 
i = 1, . . . . r, 
A rFip’. 
+o,+, A &T*+ ..’ +W[+, A yFj-’ 
~8, A (~~,~‘+Tl~)+ ... +a, A (yTii-‘+T,i) 
+W,+, A )‘f-* I + ... +cW,+~ A ?I’.-* rr ) 
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and from the second one, we have 
fif=Wj+r A (yXil+Zlj)+ I.’ +Wj+r A (y’f,-‘+Z,{)* 
We add the form zii to $- ’ and write it y;- ’ again. Then combining with 
(3.6), we have 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3.7) 
pf-‘=lii, A yfif+ ..’ +a, A yy 
+ur+i A yp+ *-. +Wj+r A yri 4--z 
@=UI+, A y$++ 1.. +cII[+~ A y;;! 
From these equalities, it is easy to see that 
bi=(El +Xj+*U{+l) A (yyj+Xj+Iy:j+ *” +x~,~y~;“)+ “’ 
+(a, +X/+lu/+,) A (y:i fx/+~Y:i + ... +X~,,‘J’~~‘). 
Hence by putting, 
yii=y;i-x,+,yp- *.. +x~r:y~-‘EA”-‘V*QA4-1, (3.8) 
we have 
pi=al AYES-+ -.-+a(, A?,~. 
The property yii = yji is clear from the construction. Hence the complex 
(3.1) is also exact in the case m = I + 1. Therefore, we complete the proof 
of the exactness of (3.1) for ot defined by (3-Z!), and the theorem follows in 
thecaseofn>m+r-1. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If n = m + Y - 2, then the complex (3.1) is not exact in general. 
For example, in the case p = m - 1, q = 1, we have dim /\“-I V* @ Aq- ’ 0 
S2(K’)-dim~pV*@AAYKr + dimAJ’+1V*@,4Y+1 = -(“,‘T;2)c0, 
and hence the complex (3.1) cannot be exact. 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM (THE CASE OF n>pp+l) 
In this section, we prove the theorem in the case of n 2 p + r. We use the 
same notations as in previous sections. 
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First, for rl = {a I, . . . . a, > E: V* @ A ’ Q K’, we define a linear map 
ul,: l\v* - p$pfrV*QAr 
by Yx(fi)=al A I.. A a, A /I. Then we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Assume n > p + r and m 2 p + 1, where n, m, and r are 
positive and p is non-negative. Then there exists an algebraic set 
525 V* Q A’@ K’ such that the linear map Yvol is injective for 
aE V*@A’@K’\G. 
ProoJ By an easy argument as in the proof of Lemma 2, we have only 
to construct a set of l-forms a such that Yv, is injective. 
Let wr, . . . . 60p+r be linearly independent elements of V*. We define a by 
al =xlcol -i- --- +x~+~w~+, 
a2 =xlo2 I- I-- f~,,~io,,~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
a, =x102, + 0.1 +x,+ 10p+r. 
(Note that m > p + 1.) We express the exterior product a1 A I.* A a, E 
A’V* @A’ in the form 
c Xi, . . . Xj,ai, _. 1,’ 
IgitsG .I( <i,gp+l 
where ai, ,..i, E A’V*. We show that the subspace of A?‘* spanned by 
the forms fail _. c 1 1 < i, 6 . . . < i, d p + 1) is just equal to the linear 
span of (wi, A ... A oj,l 1 Gj, < -me <jr 6p+r). For this purpose, we 
introduce the Iexicographic order “ < ” in the set of r-forms 
(Oj, A -.. A@j,Il<jj, < .a. <jr<p+rr) by 
‘koj, A ... A Oj~ <Okr n I-* A ok:’ if and only if j, =kr, . . . . 
js=k,andj,+,<k,+,forsomes=O, l,...,r-1. 
Then it is easy to see that for 16 i, < . . . < i, & p + 1, we have 
ai,...i, =oi, A Wiz+t A ... A ~~~~~~~ +(higherterms). 
From this fact, it follows that the above two sets span the same subspace 
of A’V*. Therefore, we have only to show that “if ol, A . . . A wj, A /?=O 
for lfj, < ... < j, 6 p + r, then p = 0” in order to prove the lemma. But 
this is a quite elementary exercise and we omit the details. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The conditions “n 2 p+ P and m 2 p + 1” in this lemma 
are both indispensable. Necessity of the condition “n > p + r” is clear. We 
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show that the lemma does not hold in the case of “rr 2 p + r and p 2 m.” 
Let tx = {aI, . . . . a,} be any element of V* @ A1 @K’ and we express a1 in 
the form xlol + ... +x,0,,,. If the set of l-forms {oi, . . . . w,} contains 
just s lineariy independent forms which we denote by c&, . . . . 6,,, then 
we can choose suitable elements G,,, , , . . . . 6,, of V* such that 
631 A ‘.. A (7$ A 6,+1 A ... A 6,,#0. (Note that s<m<p<n.) By 
putting B=cZ, A ... A GP, we have a, A ... A a, A /?=O because 
a, A /?=O. Namely, the form p is contained in the kernel of the map U; 
and hence the lemma does not hold in this case. 
Now, using Lemma 4, we prove the theorem by induction on m. This 
time, we do not use the principle as in Lemma 2, but show directly the 
existence of an algebraic set Z s V* 0 A i 6 K’, having the property in the 
theorem. First, if m < p + 1, then we have n 2 p + r 2 m + r - 1 and this is 
the case which we have already treated in Section 3. Next, assuming that 
the theorem holds in the case m = I (I 2 p + 1 ), we consider the case 
m = I + 1. (We assume n > p + r throughout.) As in Section 3, we put A,, = 
KCx,, . . . . x1] = Cs>,, Ai. Then, from the hypothesis of the induction, there 
exists an algebraic set Z, of V* @ A A 8 K’ possessing the property stated in 
the theorem. In addition, since 12 p + 1, there also exists an algebraic set 
D s V* @ AA @ K’, having the property in Lemma 4. Using these subsets Z, 
and 52, we define a subset C,, , of V* 0 A1 OK’ in the following way. We 
express a set of Al-valued l-forms a = {a,, . . . . a,} in the form 
. . . . . . . . . . . iii E v*@A:,, o,+i E v*. 
w 
a, =a, +xlflw+,, 
Then we define a subset Z:,, , by 
aECI+l if and only if { E1, . . . . 2,) E C, u Q. 
(Note that we impose no conditions on l-forms o[+ i, . . . . o,+,.) From the 
construction, it is clear that Z,, i is a proper algebraic set of V* @ A ’ @ K’. 
Now we prove that the subset Z /+, possesses the property in the 
theorem. For this purpose, we repeat the same procedure which we have 
done in Section 3 once again. Let a be an element of V* @A1 @ K’\C,+ 1. 
Then, by definition, we have { Zi} 4 Z, u 51. As in Section 3, we express a 
set of Aq-valued p-forms /I = (8, , . . . . /I,} in the form 
Bl =BY+x,+Jc+ ... +xI+,Pt 
/?;EI\~V*@A;-~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(i=O, . . . . q, j= 1, . ..) r) 
Br =B;+xl+,s;+ ... +xl+lB;T 
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by separating the variable xl+ 1. Then, from the condition 
a1 A Bl + . . . + a, A /?, = 0, 
we have the expressions (3.5) in Section 3, with completely the same nota- 
tions. And next, we repeat the same procedures tated after the expressions 
(3.5) until we obtain the expressions (3.6). But this time, we use the condi- 
tion {a,> E V* @Ai@K’\Z, instead of applying “the hypothesis of the 
induction,” in order to construct (p - 1)-forms 7:. Note that during this 
process, we do not use any special properties of l-forms o,+ ,, . . . . o,+~. 
Finally, we substitute the last expression of (3.6) into the (q + 1)st expres- 
sion of (3.5). Then we have 
8, A El + ... + 8, A E, = 0, 
where ~~=fi!-W,+, A y;;‘- ... --CO,+, A JJTi-’ E/jPV*. From this 
expression, we have immediately 
a1 A ... A 8, A Ei=O, 
for i = 1, . . . . r, and hence we have si =0 because {&}E V*@&@K’\8 (cf. 
Lemma 4). Therefore, combining with (3.6), we obtain the expressions (3.7) 
directly, without modifying the forms r$-’ this time. Thus, using the same 
definition (3.8) of yV, we have 
bi=c(l A y1i-k ... +a, A )‘ri, 
and hence the subset C [+ i possesses the desired property. This completes 
the proof of the induction, and we obtain the theorem in the case of 
n>p+r. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If n = p + r - 1, then the “generalized Cartan lemma” does not 
hold in general. This fact can be verified by the same way as stated in the 
remark at the end of Section 3, by putting m = p + 1 and q = 1. (In this 
case, the alternative sum is equal to - ( p+;-l) c 0.) 
5. PROOF OF LEMMA 3 
In this section, we prove Lemma 3 stated in Section 3 in order to com- 
plete the proof of the theorem. We first remark that we may assume p 2 1 
because the lemma holds trivially in the case p = 0. 
We prove Lemma 3 by showing the following three facts on the triple of 
positive integers (m, r, p). 
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(i) The lemma holds in the case m = 1 and n >, r. 
(ii) The lemma holds in the case p = 1 and n 2 m + I - 1. 
(iii) Assuming the lemma in two cases (m, r, p) = (I, S, pO) and 
(I, s + 1, p0 - 1) (E + s < n, p0 2 2), the lemma holds in the case (m, r, p) = 
(I+ 1, 3, PO). 
If these three facts are proved, then by induction, it follows that the lemma 
holds for the triple (m, r, p) such that n > m + r - 1 (m, p, r 2 I), and hence 
we obtain Lemma 3. 
First, as for the statement (i), we have already proved it in Lemma 1 (the 
case n 2 r). Next, we prove (ii). We may assume that m > 2 because the 
case m = 1 is contained in (i). Then the statement (ii) follows from the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let ol, . . . . o,, 1 be linearly independent elements of V*. 
Assume that l-forms eI, . . . . E, E V* satisfy 
0, A El -t . . . + 0, A E, = 0 
co.2 A El + -** i-w,+1 A E, =o. 
Then q = 0 for i = 1, . . . . r. 
Proof. Applying the classical Cartan lemma to these two expressions, 
we have 
q =aljcq + ,.. +a,iu, 
= bliO2 + . . . + brim,+ 1) 
where ag = aji, b, = bii E K. From this, we have 
ali~l+ hi - b,,b, 
+ ... +(a,i-b,-,,i)m, +(-b,i)u,+l ~0, 
and hence an = azi - b,i = . . . = aTi - b,- ,,i = bri = 0 (i = 1, . . . . r). Then, by 
using the symmetric property a# = aji and b, = bji, we have easily 
uii = b, = 0, which implies q = 0. Q.E.D. 
From this lemma, the statement (ii) follows immediately by putting 
zij =o. 
Now, we prove the statement (iii), which is the principal part of 
the induction. We assume that the lemma holds in two cases (m, r, p)= 
(I, s, pO) and (I, s + 1, p0 - 1) (, + s < n, p. > 2), and consider the case 
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(m, r, p)= (I+ 1, S, pO). Let cl, . . . . E, be elements of l\PoV* satisfying the 
conditions (3.3) in Lemma 3. Then they are expressed as 
01 A&I+ ... +w, A&,=0 
o,AEl+ ...+uI+s-l A&,=0 
U/+1 A El + ... +Wl+s A E, =o, 
(5.1) 
where CO ,,..., o,+~ are linearly independent l-forms. We apply the 
hypothesis of the induction to the first I expressions of (5.1). (This 
corresponds to the case (m, r, p) = (Z, s, pO).) Then there exist ‘pii = 
'pii E A po-1 V* (i, j= 1, . . . . S) such that 
WI A 4’~ + . . . + 0, A (psk = 0 
(5.2) 
w/-l A (Plk + ..’ +W,+s-2 A qPsk =o 
for k = 1, . . . . S. Next, we once again apply the hypothesis of the induction 
to the last I expressions of (5.1). Then, using l-forms { w2, . . . . CO!+ ,} instead 
of (01, **., u/+s--1 } this time, there exist titi = r+Gji E APO- ‘V* (i, j = 1, . . . . S) 
such that 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(5.3) 
for k = 1, . . . . s. We subtract the ith expression of (5.3) from that of (5.2) for 
i = 1, . . . . 1. Then we have 
01 A (Plk + w2 A ((P2k - $lk) 
+ . . . +Os A ((Psk-$s~I,k)+~s+, A (-$sk)=O 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5.4) 
w/ A (Plk + w/+ I A ((P2k -elk) 
+ ‘.’ +wl+s-l A (qsk -$,-l,k)+W,+s A (-$sk)=o, 
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for k = 1, . . . . s. We once more apply the hypothesis of the induction to the 
expressions of (5.4) for each fixed k = 1, . . . . s. (This time, we use the 
case (m, r, p) = (I, s + 1, pO - 1)) Then there exist tiik = rj, E Apo-*V* 
(i, j= 1, . ..) s + 1, k = 1, . . . . S) such that 
w1 A tljk + "* +%+l A 5*+1,&k =O 
(5.5) 
and 
for j= 1, ,.., s + 1 and k = 1, .,., s. (Note that the range of the index k of 
{i&j * d’ff t f IS 1 eren rom that of i and j.) Using these forms (ttik}, we con- 
struct (PO - I)-forms (r~)16j,j9sr having the property (3.4). But, for this 
purpose, we must introduce new forms (qijk) and (c#). First, in order to 
simplify the following arguments, we extend the range of the indices i, j, k 
of (tijk) to all integers by putting 
‘tzjk =O if (i,j,k)$Z(s+l)xZ(s+l)xZ(s), 
where Z(t) = { 1, 2, . . . . t}. Under this situation, we define a set of (p,, - 2)- 
forms {qijk} inductively by 
?i.j+ I.k-- 1 “pfijk f r&j+ l,k- 1 - cikj, 
(5.7) 
for i, j, k E 2. (Note that the set (q$k > is uniquely determined by these two 
conditions.) Then we have 
SUBLEMMA 1. The set of (p. -2)-f arms (ylvk} possesses the following 
properties: 
(~-1) qck = qikj. 
b-2) flijk =o if (i, j, k)#Z(si-l)xZ(s)xZ(s). 
k3) ‘p# =c:“=: @f+k--l A tlkij, i, j= 1, ..-, s. 
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Proof: First, we prove the property (q-1). Assume thatj> k. Then using 
the second expression in (5.Q we have 
??ijk=qi,j-l,k+l frijk-ti,k+l,j-1 
= .,.*,................. 
= qikj + <i,k+ t,j- 1 f *. ’ f rijk 
-gijk- “. -<i,k+l,j-l 
= qikj* 
Next, we prove the property (v-2). If i$l(s + l), then we have qijk = 0 
because sgk = 0 in this range. Assume 1 G i < s + 1 and j < 0. Then we have 
= . , , . , . . “ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
=?i.l,j+k-1 -<i,f,j+k-1 - ‘** -<i,j+.I,k-t 
$ ti,j+k,O + .‘. +tikj 
=qi,l,j+k-1 -ti,l,j+k-I 
= 0. 
If 1 <i<.s+ l,ja I, and k>s+ 1, then we have 
)jl#k=qi,j-I,k+t +r#k-<i.ktI,j-1 
= . ..*.........*....... 
=~i,l,j+k-I +<i,t,j+k-2 + ... +<i/k 
-ti,j+k-1.1 - ‘*’ -ti,k+f,j-l 
=(ti,l,j+k-1 + “I + cijk) 
-‘(ti,j+k-1.1 + ‘*’ f<i,k+l,j-1). 
The first j terms of this expression are 0 because j + k - 1, . . . . k 2 s + 1, and 
the last j- 1 terms are also equal to 0 because j f k - 1, . . . . k + 12 s + 2. 
(Note that the last j - 1 terms appear only in the case j 2 2.) Hence we 
have qijk = 0. The remaining cases can be verified easily by using the 
property (q- 1). 
Finally, we prove the property (q-3), by using the induction on the pair 
(i, j). If i = 1 and 1 SZ j < s, then we have from (5.6) 
cPljzO/ A <llj+ ‘*. +wl+s A ts+l,l.j 
=wi A zfllj + *** +Wt+s A ?s+l,l,j* 
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Next, assume that the property (q-3) holds in the case (i, j) = (2, ,u) 
( 1~ 1~ s - 1, 2 < p < s). Then from the p th expression of (5.6), we have 
‘;Opn --v&l,% =a/ A &,1+ **. +f9+s A 53+1,&A, 
and using the hypothesis, we have 
$%,,-1 =$p-ll,%=(P%p-~I A rip%- -‘- -wt+s i-t L+l,lt,% 
=wj A hi, +.d..)+ ... +wi+s A h1,n.p -ts+1.iJ 
Next, from the (A + 1)st expression of (5.6), we have 
cpi+l&-l -q&, =w/ * S,,l+I,p-, + *I’ fWits A 5s+l,%+l,p--l. 
Hence, using (5.7) we have 
‘pl+l,p-l =h,p-1 +f=1 A fL,lfl.lc-1 
+ a*. + wj+, * 5s+l,%+l,/l-1 
=wi A (?I&4 +51,2.+1,p-1 4111%) 
+ *‘_ +w/+s A ~~s+I,i;,~f~s+l.l+l,ir-l -rs+l,&I,J 
=w/ A rll,%+l,,-l + ... +w+.r A Vs+l,d+l,p-11 
i.e., the property (q-3) holds in the case (i, j) = (2 f 1, p - 1). And therefore, 
by induction, the property (q-3) holds if i+ j,< .s i- 1 (i, j= 1, . . . . s). In the 
case of i+j>s+2 (i,j=2, . . . . s), we can prove the property (11-3) by using 
a similar induction. In this time, we start from the case i = S, 2 G j d s and 
show that the case (i, j) = (A, /J) leads to the case (i, j) = (A- 1, p + 1). The 
details are left to the readers. Q.E.D. 
Next, using the forms (qijk) constructed above, we introduce a set of 
(~0 -V-fern= &A by 
rljk =qj+I,l,k -ql,j+l,k 
ii+ I.j- I,k = cijk + qj,i+ 1.k -vi+ l,j,k? 
(5.8) 
for i, j, k E 2. Then we have 
SUBLEMMA 2. The set of forms { cvk > possesses the following properties: 
(c-1) ciik is symmetric with respect o i, j, k. 
ii;-21 kjk =o if (i, j, k) 4 f(s) x I(s) x I(s). 
(C-3) Ei=Ctt<jc:kcsWt+j A @~j+k A (Cj+~,k,i -Ck+l,j,iI,fir i= 1, --ts- 
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Proof: First, using the second expression of (5.8), the property 
“iiik = t;iiz can be verified by the same way as (q-1). The property (c-2) is 
also proved easily by using this fact and (5.8), (q-2). Now we prove 
“iiik = cikj.” For this purpose, we must express the form Ciik in terms of sijk. 
Assume that i, j, and k are positive. Then from (5.7) and (5.8), we have 
easily 
We substitute the first expression into the second. Then we have 
i+j-u 
,c, <u,i+j+k+l--r-u,f 
f+usZi+j+l 
- 1 r,,,,*+ c L”.* 
l<t<i 1drCi 
l<U k+l<u 
f+u<i+j+l t+u<i+j+k 
(*=i+j+k+l-t-u). Since r,,,,. =t,,,, the second sum of this last 
expression is symmetric with respect o j and k. Using the same property, 
the remaining sums are expressed as 
j+lSt 
1ZSU 
r+usi+j+l 
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We fix u (16 u < i). Then the sum with respect o t is 
k+l<fCi+j+k--u 
By putting M= max{j, k} and N= min{j, k}, this is equal to 
c 
M+lCfCi+j+k-u 
In particular, it is symmetric with respect to j and k, and therefore the 
property “cUk = c&T holds. Combining with “ciik = cjik,” we complete the 
proof of (c-1). 
Finally, we prove the property (r-3). From the last expression of (5.2), 
we have 
We substitute ‘pii = CL”=\ W[+& I A qkV (the equality (v-3)) into this 
expression. Then, using (q-2), (5.8), and (c-l), we have 
Ei=WI A (01 A ?Ili + ... +W,+s A yIs+~ 1 i) 3 . 
+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
+0 1+3--l A (01 A ‘llsi+ ..* +W/+s A C’s+~,s,i) 
=W/ fr (0, A ?Ili + ... +W/+s A Vs+~,l,i) 
+w/+s A (W/ A yl~,s+~,i  .” +W/+s A Vs+l,s+~,i) 
= c w/+j A Wl+k A (I]k+l,j+l,i -I]i+l,k+l,i 1 
06 j<k<s 
= 1 O/+j A O/+k A (cj+l,k,i-ck+I,j,i)* 
O<j<k<s 
Hence, we obtain the equality (5-3). Q.E.D. 
Now, using the forms (cVk}, we define (p. - l)-forms (rii} (i,j= 1, . . . . S) 
by 
TV = -W1 A clij - ... -CO,+,+, A is@, (5.9) 
Clearly we have rii = rji. In order to complete the proof of (iii), we must 
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prove that the equalities (3.4) hold for m = I + 1, r = S, and 1 6 id S. In this 
situation, they are expressed as 
01 A z,j + . . . +o, A Tsi =o, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i = 1, . . . . s. (5.10) 
W[ A r,i+ ... +0,+,+1 A zsi=o, 
W[+l A Z1i-k ... +O,+s A Tsi=Ei, 
We first prove the last equality of (5.10). We substitute (5.9) into the left 
hand side of the last expression in (5.10). Then using the properties (l-2) 
and (c-3), it is equal to 
_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
-m/+s A (0, A C~si + ... + m/+s Ais+ l,s,i) 
=-- 
1 u/+j A Wlfk A (ck+ 1, j,i - cj+ I,k,i) 
OGj-ckCs 
= Ej, 
and hence the last equality of (5.10) holds. 
Next, we prove the first I equalities of (5.10). For the Ith one, it follows 
immediately from the definition of rii and the property (i-1). In the follow- 
ing, we assume 12 2. Then for i = 1, . . . . s and j = 1, . . . . I - 1, we have 
=c OI+~ AWl+u A (Cr+l,,+u-j+l,i- +l,/+r-j+l,i 9 i )f<U 
where the sum runs through all the pairs of integers (t, U) such that t < U. 
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But in practice, it is a finite sum on account of the property (C-2). We 
express the form 
i r+l,lru-jf1.i -i u+1,i+r-jfl,i (5.11) 
in the above parentheses in terms of Sijk. First, using (%I), we have 
i 
Y 
t+l,f+u-j+i,i=if+2,f+u-j,i -?f+u-j+l,r+&i 
+fl t+z,/+u-j+1,i 
= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
=il+t-j+l,u+I,i-Vu+2,l+t-j+l,i 
- *‘. -Vl+u-j+l,t+Zi 
+ f?r+t-ji i,u+2,i + *** +tl*+Z,I+Li-j+f,it 
and hence the expression (5.11) is equal to 
i-j+1 
c (v t+a,i,/+u-j-a+3 -Vtt+,i,f+t-j-n+3 1. 
a=2 
(Note that I-j + 1 2 2.) Next, using the equality 
‘l$ = i ti,r,j+R-r -Ii1 li,j+k-r,*, 
t=1 t=1 
which we showed in the proof of Sublemma 2, we have 
qr+a,i,l+u-j--a+3 -ul u+a,i,l+r-j-a+3 
t+o,b,lfu-j-a-b+i+3 -r u+a,b.l+t-j-o-bfi+3 ) 
--c tt t+a,i+u -- j-a--csi+3,c -5 ufa,fft-j--a--cff+3,f 9 1 
r=l 
for 2 < a < f-j + 1. Therefore, in order to complete the proof, we have 
only to show the two equalities 
c wi+t A WI,” 
f<U 
A (C t+a,b,l+u-j-a-b+i+ -r u+a,b,l+t-j-a-b+if3 - I-0 
c Wi+t A WI+” f<tl 
A (5 t+a,ltu-j-a-ciif3.c -5 u+n.ift-j-a-ci-ii3.r )=O 
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for l<i<s, l<j<Z-1,2<a<l-j+l, l<b<i, l<c<i-l.Asforthe 
first one, weputd=Z-j-a-b+i+3 (>2).Thenit isequalto 
c m/+r A m/+u A (tr+a,b,U+d - L o,b,t+d) f<U 
= -1 w/+1 A c WI+” A Lfa,b,l+d 
f ( u > 
s-d s+l--a 
=- 
c m/+1 * c ~/+u * 5 uia,b,r+d ’ 
r=l-d u=l--a > 
The expression in the above parentheses i  just equal to one of the expres- 
sions that appeared in (5.5) since l<f-a+l<l-1, l<b<s+l, and 
1~ t + d < s. Therefore, it is equal to 0 and the first equality follows. As for 
the second one, we can also prove it in the same way and we omit the 
details. Hence, the forms {rU} defined by (5.9) satisfy the desired equalities 
(5.10). Therefore, the lemma holds in the case (m, r, p) = (I + 1, s, pO), 
which completes the proof of (iii). Combining (i), (ii), and (iii), we com- 
plete the proof of Lemma 3. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If m > p + 1, then under the assumptions in Lemma 3, we can 
show that si = 0. This follows immediately from the following fact: “if 
n>p+r and E~,...,E,E~\~V* satisfy 
01 A&l+‘..+W,AEr=O 
cop+1 A El + ... +Wp+r A E, =o, 
then we have si = 0 for i = 1, . . . . r.” This statement is a natural generaliza- 
tion of Lemma 5, and can be proved by a similar induction on the pair 
(p, r), after applying Cartan’s lemma (Lemma 1) to each condition. But we 
do not need this stronger result. 
6. THE CASE OF r = 1 
In the rest of this paper, we study the “generalized Cartan lemma” in 
detail for small values of r. First, in this section, we consider the case r = 1. 
In this case, the 3-tensor space V* @A’ OK’ reduces to the 2-tensor 
space V* @ A’, which is canonically isomorphic to the space of (m, n)- 
matrices. Since elements of V* @ A1 are completely classified in terms of its 
rank, we can obtain the complete knowledge on the generalized Cartan 
lemma in the case of r = 1. 
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Before stating precise results, we introduce some notations. We denote 
by Htq (aE ?‘*@A’, O<p<n, 420) the cohomology of the complex 
(3.1) in Section 3. In this case, since dim S’(K’) = dim K’ = 1, the complex 
(3.1) reduces to the form 
(6.1) 
As stated in Section 3, the “generalized Cartan lemma” holds for a if and 
only if Htq = 0. In this and the next sections, we also consider the case 
q = 0 by putting A- ’ = (0). For example, the vanishing of the cohomology 
HP0 is equivalent to saying that the condition a A /I = 0 ( p E A” V* @A’) 
implies j? = 0. 
In the case of r = 1, it is easy to see that the above complex is nothing 
but the dual of the Koszul complex {ApV@3 Aq, a} of A-modules, where a: 
/‘jPV@Aq+Ap-lV@Aq+l is defined by 
d(f.Ul * . . . A u,)=i(a).f.u, A ... A up. 
(f E Aq, vi E V, and i(a) is the interior product by a E V* @A’.) Then our 
results (the case r = 1 in the theorem) may be considered as a dual version 
of the vanishing of the homology space of the Koszul complex (cf. [4, 
p. 1351 or [3, p. 6881). But, we do not use this fact in this paper. 
In order to state the proposition, we extend the binomial coefficients (z) 
as 
Hence, the binomial coefficient (z) is defined for all p, q E Z except the case 
p, q < 0. It should be remarked that, from the above definition, the equality 
(z) = 0 holds only in the case p > 0, q < 0 or p 2 0, q > p if (t) is defined. 
Now, our main results in the case of r = 1 are summarized in the 
following proposition and its corollary. As stated above, we consider 
a E V* @A’ as an (m, n)-matrix. 
PROPOSITION 6. Assume that the rank of aE V* Q A’ is 1, Then the 
dimension of the cohomology space Htq (0 <p <n, q>O) is equal to 
(;:;)(“-‘y). 
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COROLLARY 7. (1) Assume that sl E V* @A’ is of maximal rank (i.e., a 
is generic). Then the dimension of the cohomology space Hz4 is given in the 
following tables: 
P 
\ 4 
0 
1 
2 
3 
P 
\ 4 
0 
1 
2 
3 
: 
0 1 2 ... m-l/rn...n 
(*) 
0 
0 1 2 **A n-l 
0 
n 
(m>n+l) 
m-n+q-l 
(**I=( q 
(2) Assume that Htq = 0 for generic a. Then u satis~es Htq # 0 (i.e., 
a &singular) l~a~donly ifrankcr<min(n-l,m-1,pf. 
Remark. (1) It is easy to see that if (p, q) is contained in (*) or (**) in 
the above tables, then HP,.4 #O for any CIE V*@ A’. 
(2) This corollary implies that the range “n 2 m + r - 1 or n 2 p + r” 
in the theorem is best possible in the case r = 1 and q 2 1. 
Proof of Proposition 6. Since rank a = 1, the form CY is expressed in the 
form 
a=xlol + ..e fx,W,, 
after suitable coordinate changes of V* and A’, where wl, . . . . IX! E V* are 
linearly independent l-forms. We put A, = K[x,, . ..) xr] and A, = 
RX [+ 1, ..,, x,]. Then we have a canonical decomposition of A’, 
Aq=A’:@A;-‘@Az@ .I. @A, @A;-‘@A;, 
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where As implies the subspace of Ai consisting of polynomials of degree s 
(i = 1, 2). Then the complex (6.1) is decomposed into subcomplexes 
v%, ,,f+lVC/*QA;i-i+lQA;, 
for i = 0, . . . . q. (A;’ = A;’ = {O}.) Since this complex is a tensor product of 
the complex 
,,‘,P--V*QA’:-i-1 ’ , ~\PV*C~?JA’:-~ k , ,,P+fj,*QA;--ii1 
(6.2) 
and the space Ai, we have only to determine the dimension of the 
cohomology space of the complex (6.2). 
First, we remark that the above l-form a is nothing but the form (3.2) 
(r = 1 and m = I), which we used in Section 3 in order to prove the 
theorem. And hence, if q - i > 1 (i.e., 0 6 i G q - 1 ), then from the proof in 
Section 3, it follows that the complex (6.2) is exact. 
Next, assume i= q. In this case the p-form jl~l\~V* satisfies g,(p) = 
(Xl% + -1. + xIwI) A ,5’ = 0 if and only if o1 A @ = . . . = o,, A p = 0, and 
it is easy to see that these fl constitute the vector space of dimension (i::), 
(In particular, if p < I, then /?=O from the above conditions.) Since 
A;’ = {0}, the dimension of the cohomology space of (6.2) is equal to 
(;I i) in the case i= q. Therefore, combining these results, it follows that 
= Q.E.D. 
Proof of C~r~~~~~y 7. The tables in (i ) are obtained immediately by 
using Proposition 6 and the properties of binomial coefficients. (We remark 
that, by definition, (4;‘)= 0 if q> 1 and (;‘)= 1.) The statement (2) is 
also easily proved by using the fact that Htq= 0 if and only if 
ranka>p+l orranka=m,n>m,q>l. Q.E.D. 
7. THE CASE OF P = 2 
In this final section, we consider similar problems as in Section 6 for the 
case r = 2. But in contrast to the case r = 1, only partial results are known 
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at present. This is essentially due to the lack of our knowledge on the 
concept of the 3-tensor space. 
As in Section 6, we denote by Ht4 the cohomology of the complex 
ga , ,jP+lV*@A’l+l, (7.1) 
where p and q are non-negative integers. Note that, as stated before, the 
“generalized Cartan lemma” holds for a if and only if Hfl’” = 0. Our general 
results in the case of r = 2 are summarized in the following form. 
PROPOSITION 8. The range of (p, q) such that Htq = 0 for generic 
a E V* @ A’@ K* is given in the following tables. (We exclude the case 
p=n-1, q> 1 in the second table.) 
I 
012...m-1 I m ... n 
I 
0 #O 
1 
2 0 (n>/m+ 1) 
3 
(man) 
Hfq = 0 for generic a if and only if 
m>2n (* 1) 
3n>2m (*2) 
2nam (*3). 
Proof: From the theorem, we already know that Hc4 = 0 for generic a 
in the case nam+l, ~20, qal or O<p<n-2, 421. We check the 
remaining cases. 
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First, we consider the case n > m f 1, q = 0. Assume that c1= {a,, a2} E 
V*@A1@K2 (aiEV*@A’) is generic and fli, P2~/JpV* satisfy 
ai A p, + a2 A p2 = 0. Then, from this condition, we have ai A a, A /?, = 
aI Aa “‘P2 =O, and by Lemma4, it follows that /?i =p2 =0 ifp<m- 1. 
(Note that n>m+l1~+2.) In the case m<p<n, let a= {a,,a,> be an 
arbitrary element of V* @ A’ 0 K2. Then from Corollary 7, there exists 
/?i #OeApV* such that aI AB, =0, and hence {PI,0}~I\PV*@K2 
represents a non-zero element of Ht”. Therefore Ht” #O if m < p <II. 
Next, we consider the case man, q=O. If O<p<n-2, then we have 
n 2 p + 2, m 2 p + 1, and hence, by using Lemma 4, we can prove Ht” = 0 
in the same way as above. In the case p = n - 1, the complex (7.1) is 
reduced to the form 
0 ’ >,,n--1V*QK2 ‘* , A”V* @A’. 
If this complex is exact for some a, we have clearly m > 2n because 
dim A”- ’ V* @ K2 = 2n and dim A”V* @ A1 = m. Conversely if m 2 2n, 
then by putting aI =xlol + . . . +x,w,, a, =x,+~o, + . . . +x~,,w,,, we 
can easily prove that Hz- ‘,‘=O, and hence from Lemma 2, we have 
H”,- ‘,’ = 0 for generic a. The non-vanishing of H;s” is trivial because in 
this case the complex (7.1) is of the form 
O& /jnV*@AoQK2Be-, 0. 
Next, we assume m > n, p = n, q > 1. In the case q = 1, the complex (7.1) 
is of the form 
,j-‘V*@A”@S2(K2)--fe3 AnV*@A1@K2A 0. 
If this complex is exact, we have 3n 2 2m because dim A”-’ V* @I A’@ 
S2(K2) = 3n and dim AnV* @A’ @ K2 = 2m. Conversely, if 3n > 2m, we 
define a1 =cplol + ... +(~~a,, a2 =$,ol + ... + t,b,w, (rp,, ei EA’) by 
‘pl = Xl, . . . . (P” = XII, 
** =Xm-?I+17 ...9 $I?-, =X2m-22n, 
tile,+1 =xn+1, ...9 $2~.-2n =x, 
IC/&Zn+, = ... =*, =o. 
(Note that 2m - 2n < n.) Then it is directly verified that His’ = 0 for this a, 
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and hence we have H z1 = 0 for generic TV. Finally, we consider the case 
q 2 2. If m > 2n + 1, then generic a can be expressed in the form 
N, =x,0, + ... +x,w, 
c12 =x,+,co, + ... +X*nO,. 
(We may assume that the coefficients of ai are linearly independent in A’.) 
Then the forms p= {p,, jIz} defined by p1 =x;wl A ... A w,, /I2 =0 
represent a non-trivial element of Hz4 because the polynomial xf is not 
contained in the ideal generated by (x,, . . . . xZn), and hence H2q #O if 
m 3 2n + 1. In the case 2n B m, we show that Hz4 = 0 for generic c1 (q 2 2). 
We express a= {c(i, CQ} and fl= {/I,, /I,} in the form 
Ml = (p,o, + ... + (P”O,, 
a* ‘II/,@, + ... +$p,, 
p, =h,w, A ... A o,, 
(Pi, $i EA’, hi GA’. 
fiz=h 201 A ... A CO,, 
Since c1 is generic and 2n > m, we may assume that the elements cpl, . . . . (P,,, 
ti 1, . . . . $, span the space A’. Then the polynomials h, and h, can be 
expressed in the form 
where pi, pi E AYe and E($~, .. . . $,), 7(cpl, . . . . cp,) are polynomials of ll/i 
and (pi with degree q, respectively. We express E($~, .. . . +,,) and r(cp,, . . . . q,) 
in the form 
4J/1,-,1CI,)=~1~1 + ... +$nL 
7(cpl, ...9 vn)=(P171+ ... +(Pn7n 
(ci, zi are polynomials of tii, (pi with degree q - 1). Then we have 
h, =(plpl + ... + (PnPn + tilh + ... + +d% 
‘(PIP1 + ... +(Pnpn ++I(% +z,) 
+ *.. +$,(.5, +7,)-$17, - ... -tint,. 
Since zi is a polynomial of ‘pi with degree q -- 1 ( > l), the polynomial 
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il/, ri + . . . + $,r, is contained in the ideal generated by (cpr , . . . . cp,). There- 
fore, h, is expressed as 
kl =rp1P1 + -.- +cp,P, +$1(&l S.f,)S ... +e,(% +a 
(ci E Aqp ‘). In the same way, we have 
h* =qJ,(El +z,)+ *-* +%I@, +%?)+$1ii1 + ‘.. +J/nfin 
(&EA~-‘). Note th t a we use the condition q>/ 2 in this modification. 
Hence, by putting 
y12= i (-l)k-l(Ek+Tk)W1 A a.* A&, A .*a AU, 
k=l 
y** = i (-l)“-‘fikOi A .I. A & A ..a AW,, 
k=l 
we have #I1 =CI~ A yil -l-a* A yi2, p2 =a1 A y12 +a* A y22, which implies 
that H: 4 = 0. Q.E.D. 
We conjecture that if m 2 n, p = PI - 1, and 4 3 1 (the remaining case in 
the second table), then HE’ # 0 for any ~1. This statement actually holds in 
the cases n = 1 and 2. But we do not have a general proof at present. 
Now, we give some examples of the defining equations of the algebraic 
set consisting of singular a. In the case of r = 1, we can describe these 
algebraic sets in terms of “rank” of LY (Corollary 7). But, in the case r = 2, 
we do not have such a convenient terminology if n, m > 2. 
In the following, as non-trivial examples, we consider the case n = 3, 
m = 2, r = 2, and 4 = 1. Note that, from Proposition 8, we have Ii:’ = 0 for 
generic c1 (0 < p < 3). 
In order to state the results, we introduce the following notations. We 
expressff={a,,a,)EV*@A’@K*as 
and put 
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Then we have 
PROPOSITION 9. Under the above notations, the cohomology space Ht’ 
vanishes ifund only if 
rank =2 and rank(v, v,v,v,)>2 (p=O), 
(P = 1, 2), 
= 2 and rank (p=3). 
In particular, singular a constitutes a hypersurfuce of V* 8 A’ Q K2 ( N K”) 
in the cases p = 1, 2 and is a union of two varieties with dimensions 6 and 7 
in the cases p = 0, 3. 
Remark. (1) It is clear that two conditions rank(v, u2 v3 v,)>2 and 
rank ‘(5, t, t3 r4) > 2 are equivalent. But the condition 
rank 
does not imply 
and conversely. 
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(2) The defining equation of the hypersurface 
det 
(the case p = 1, 2) is expressed explicitly as a sum of 72 monomials of aik 
with degree 6. It is the invariant of the space V* @A’ @K* N 
K3@ K*@ K* with respect to the action of GL(3, K) x GL(2, K) x 
GL(2, K). In the cases of p =O, 3, the varieties are defined by quadrics 
of ajk. 
ProoJ We treat the cases p = 2, 3 only. The remaining cases can be 
proved in completely the same way. First, assume that p = 2. In this case 
the complex (7.1) is in the form 
K9 ‘a , K’2 ga , K3, (7.2) 
and the maps f, and g, are expressed in the matrix form 
Then it is easily proved that the map g, is of maximal rank (i.e., 
rank g, = 3) if and only if 
= 2. 
Now, we prove that f, is of maximal rank (i.e., rank fa = 9) if and only if 
rank 
First, assume that rank f, < 9. Then there exists the non-zero vector 
‘(Wl P w2, w3)eK9 (wi E K3) such that 
= 0. 
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Since this condition is equivalent to 
we have immediately 
rank < 6. 
Converseiy, assume that 
rank 
We consider the map g, : V* Q K2 -+/,‘V*@A’ (the case (p,q)=(l,O)). 
Then the matrix form of g, is just the above (6,6)-matrix, and hence by the 
assumption, there exists non-zero p = (pi, a,> E V* @ K* (fit E V*) such 
that g,(b) = a, A pi + ~1~ A f12 =O. From this equation, we have 
cl2 A (c~i A p2) = 0. If rank a2 = 2 as a (2,3)-matrix, then from the result in 
the case of r = 1, there exists --p3 E V* such that a, A p2 = ct2 A ( -B3), 
i.e., @-I A&+@;! A83 =O (the case iz=3, m=2, p=2, q=l in 
Corollary 7). This implies that the map f= has a non-trivial kernel. If 
rank a2 d 1, then two matrices F3 and F4 are proportionaL Since both 
matrices are singular, there exists a non-zero vector w E K3 such that 
F3 w = F4 w = 0. Then we have 
i.e., rank f, < 9, and hence we complete the proof. Therefore, the complex 
(7.2) is exact if and only if 
and rank (F1 “> = 6. 
Fz F4 
But, we can easily show that the second condition implies the first, and 
hence we obtain the desired result in the case p = 2. 
In the case p = 3, the complex (7.1) is in the form 
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Then, using the fact that the matrix form off, is 
we can easily prove that f, is not surjective if and only if 
<l or rank ‘(5, t2 t3 t4) G 4 
which completes the proof. The last statement in the proposition follows 
immediately from the fact that, in the space of (m, n)-matrices, the 
codimension of the variety of matrices with rank < k is equal to 
(m - k)(n - k). Q.E.D. 
These examples are easy to treat when compared with the other general 
cases in r = 2 because the maps f, and g, are of maximal rank in these 
cases. In general, it seems very difficult to determine explicitly the defining 
equations of the variety even if r = 2. 
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